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Outline

• Questions:
– How elastic is oil demand in the petrochemical sector?

• Oil includes natural gas liquids in this context
– Will world oil demand elasticity increase or decrease as petrochemical sector share increases?

• Motivation:
– Petrochemical sector share of oil demand is expected to increase in the coming decades
– Oil demand elasticity literature has paid very little attention to the petrochemical sector

• Presentation outline:
– Description of oil use trends by the petrochemical sector (U.S. focus)
– Literature review
– Empirical estimation of U.S. petrochemical oil demand elasticity
– Comparison with elasticities of other demand sectors
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Chemical feedstock is projected to account for 30%-50% of 
global oil demand growth out to 2050

• Consensus “business as usual” projection among oil market forecasting sources (IEA, 
EIA, BP, OPEC)
– Chemical feedstock’s share of world oil demand to grow from 12% in 2017 to 16% in 2050 (IEA)
– Underpinned by strong increases in demand for plastics in non-OECD countries

• Uncertainties
– Policies to address environmental concerns about the use of plastics (e.g., single-use plastic 

bans, circular economy initiatives)
– Alternative feedstocks for production of chemicals (e.g., biomass)

Relatore
Note di presentazione
We don’t know how fast or by how much is going to offset
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Steam crackers have input and output flexibility to varying 
degrees
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Most U.S. steam crackers use multiple feedstocks

Source: Oil and Gas Journal

Note: Steam crackers as of the end of 2015. Newer capacity is predominantly ethane-based

• This feedstock mix can 
be achieved in 
different ways:
– Having multiple 

furnaces that use 
different feedstocks

– Having flexible 
furnaces that can 
switch easily across 
feedstocks

TYPICAL FEEDSTOCK MIX OF US STEAM CRACKERS
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The petrochemical sector has received little attention within 
the oil demand elasticity literature
• There are very few examples of price elasticities of demand for the petrochemical sector

– Dargay & Gately (2010):
• Short-run (one-year) elasticities based on 1971-2008 data
• Elasticities range from -0.015 to -0.04 for OECD and a group of Income Growing countries; not statistically different from 

zero for China and Oil Exporting countries
• Slightly higher than transport elasticities

• Industrial demand elasticity estimates are more common but not well suited to the 
petrochemical sector
– Estimation of elasticities of substitution using flexible functional forms
– Petrochemical sector is unique in using oil both as feedstock and process energy

• Recent analyses of petrochemical markets focus on price dynamics rather than 
elasticities (e.g., Masih et al. (2010); De Mello & Ripple (2017); Foster (2018); Kim et al. (2019); Kim & Oh (2020))

– Price relationships are modeled regionally focusing on dominant feedstock (ethane for U.S. and 
Middle East, naphtha elsewhere)

– In the U.S., the relative importance of crude oil and natural gas prices on ethylene/propylene supply 
and prices has changed in recent years

– Transmission of price shocks goes from feedstock to product price
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Large differences in consumption volumes, trade balance, 
and stock/use ratios across petrochemical feedstocks

Product supplied = production + net imports – stock change + adjustments

Ethane 0.995

Propane 1.43

Naphtha 0.30

Gasoil 0.30

Ending Stocks / (Product Supplied + Exports)
(2010-2020 average)

• Stock to use ratio is 
much higher for NGL-
based feedstocks than 
refinery-sourced 
feedstocks

• U.S. is net exporter of 
ethane and propane 
since ~2014 and net 
importer of naphtha 
and gasoil
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How much does mix of refinery-sourced versus NGL-based 
feedstocks respond crude oil and natural gas price changes?

• Data: monthly (Jan 2010 – Feb 2020) U.S. feedstock consumption, WTI spot price, Henry 
Hub spot price, industrial production index (Sources: EIA, Federal Reserve Board of St. Louis)

– Feedstock aggregates: NGLs (ethane + propane) and refinery feedstocks from crude oil (naphtha 
+ gasoil)

– All variables are seasonally adjusted

Relatore
Note di presentazione
WTI and Henry Hub price series from EIA are spot prices. We don’t know what fraction of the volume of crude oil getting into a refinery on month m was purchased on the spot market but it is probably quite low.
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Unit root tests are inconclusive for the consumption variables
• Null hypothesis in ADF and PP tests: The series contains a unit root

• Null hypothesis in KPSS test: The series is stationary
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The Pesaran bounds test is used to test for cointegration among 
a group of time series where not all have unit roots

• Pesaran bounds test requires estimation of an ARDL model

short-run elasticity w.r.t. own price: 𝑑𝑑𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡

= 𝑏𝑏2,0

long-run elasticity w.r.t own price: 𝑑𝑑𝑄𝑄
𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃

= ∑𝑟𝑟=0𝑅𝑅 𝑏𝑏2,𝑟𝑟
1−∑𝑙𝑙=1

𝐿𝐿 𝑏𝑏1,𝑙𝑙

• First step is ARDL lag order selection
– Selection criterion is Bayes Information Criterion (BIC)
– Specifications with and without trend are considered
– ARDL choices are restricted to cases where there is at least one lag for all the regressors 

(Cuddington and Dagher, 2015)

– Selected specification for NGL-based feedstocks includes trend variable

𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎 + ∑𝑙𝑙=1𝐿𝐿 𝑏𝑏1,𝑙𝑙 ∗ 𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡−𝑙𝑙 + ∑𝑟𝑟=0𝑅𝑅 𝑏𝑏2,𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡−𝑟𝑟 + ∑𝑣𝑣=0𝑉𝑉 𝑏𝑏3,𝑣𝑣 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡−𝑣𝑣 + ∑𝑠𝑠=0𝑆𝑆 𝑏𝑏4,𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡−𝑠𝑠 +𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In a partial adjustment model (special case of the ARDL model), the ratio of long to short-run elasticities is equal for all the regressors
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Summary of tests on ARDL residuals
• ARDL residuals must pass multiple tests before bounds test is conducted

• The residuals from both ARDL equations passed tests for serial correlation (Ljung Box 
test), normality (Shapiro-Wilke test), structural change (CUSUM test), 
heteroskedasticity (Breusch-Pagan test)

Feedstocks
from petroleum
Refinery
(naphtha + gasoil)

NGL-based
Feedstocks
(ethane + propane)

SERIAL CORRELATION NORMALITY CUSUM TEST HETEROSKEDASTICITY
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Pesaran bounds test indicates there is a long-run relationship 
among the variables
• Null hypothesis of no cointegration is rejected in both the F and t-test versions of the 

Pesaran bounds test  ARDL model can be used to estimate short and long-run 
elasticities
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Estimated elasticities for refinery-sourced feedstocks 
(naphtha + gasoil) SHORT-RUN 

• Own price elasticity(WTI):
– cumulative response to WTI price in 

months m, m-1, m-2 is very small (0.02)
– peaks with one-month lag (-0.33)and 

expected sign

• Cross-price elasticity (Henry Hub):
– peaks with one-month lag (0.11) and 

expected sign

LONG-RUN 

• Own price elasticity (WTI): 
– not statistically significant

• Cross-price elasticity (Henry Hub):
– positive sign

• Negative response to increase in 
industrial production index

ARDL equation

Long-run elasticities
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Estimated elasticities for NGL-based feedstocks (ethane + 
propane)

ARDL equation

Long-run elasticities

SHORT-RUN 

• Only the trend term is statistically 
significant

LONG-RUN

• Clear upward trend

• Negative own-price elasticity (-0.085)

• Positive cross-price elasticity with 
respect to WTI (0.1452)
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Net response of U.S. petrochemical sector to change in 
world oil price is very small
• U.S. net petrochemical feedstock elasticity with respect to WTI price is dominated by 

the NGL-based portion (due to higher installed capacity)
– 0.858 = share of NGL-based feedstocks in U.S. steam cracking (2019)
– Short-run: 0.858 * 0 + 0.142 * 0.1907 = 0.003
– Long-run: 0.858 * 0.145 + 0.142 * 0 = 0.1244

• As comparison: global sectoral elasticities from meta-analysis (Uria-Martinez et al., 2018)
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Final remarks

• The share of the petrochemical sector in world oil demand is expected to increase in 
the coming decades
– Ability of steam crackers to adjust their feedstock mix to oil or natural gas price shocks is an 

important lever to understand from an energy security standpoint

• Estimated price responsiveness of U.S. petrochemical sector (2010-2020):
– In the short-run (first 2-3 months), price elasticities are very small

• For refinery-based feedstocks, strong responses relative to first price lag are offset by the contemporaneous and 
second price lag effect

– In the long-run, cross-price elasticities are larger than own-price elasticities

• To assess effect on global oil demand elasticity, it will be necessary to understand 
elasticities in other regions
– Would U.S. results observed be applicable to other regions?

• Except for U.S. and Middle East, the rest of the world uses primarily refinery-sourced feedstocks
• Naphtha-based steam crackers tend to be highly integrated with petroleum refineries; their response to oil price 

depends on refinery responses
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Disclaimer:

This presentation is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Strategic Petroleum 
Reserves Office and performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory under contract number DE-AC05-
00OR22725. The views presented here are those of the authors who are also responsible for any errors 
or omissions. 

THANK YOU!
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Elasticities with respect to naphtha and NGL prices are 
similar to those for WTI and Henry Hub prices

• Data:
– Naphtha (70 min paraffin) price (Source: 

Argus)
– NGPL composite (Source: EIA)

• Approach: same steps as shown for 
elasticities w.r.t. WTI and Henry Hub

• Results:
– No statistically significant short-run price 

elasticities
– In the long-run, only the cross-price 

elasticity of naphtha + gasoil use with 
respect to NGL composite price is 
statistically significant
• estimate: 0.2125
• p-value: 0.0313

Correlation WTI – Naphtha: 0.976
Correlation HenryHub – NGL Composite: 0.624

Note: NGL composite is average of ethane, propane, isobutane,
and normal butane prices at Mount Belvieu (TX) weighted by 
gas processing plant volume 
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